Judgemental forecasting of exchange rates is critical for ®nancial decision-making. Detailed investigations of the potential eects of time-series characteristics on judgemental currency forecasts demand the use of simulated series where the form of the signal and probability distribution of noise are known. The accuracy measures Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) are frequently applied quantities in assessing judgemental predictive performance on actual exchange rate data. This paper illustrates that, in applying these measures to simulated series with Normally distributed noise, it may be desirable to use their expected values after standardising the noise variance. A method of calculating the expected values for the MAE and MSE is set out, and an application to ®nancial experts' judgemental currency forecasts is presented. Ó
Introduction
Uncertainty in exchange rates constitutes a problematic, yet inescapable, component of the decisions made by investors, ®nancial agents, and ®rms participating in international markets (Lessard and Lightstone, 1986; Bahmani-Oskooee and Ltaifa, 1992; Steil, 1993; Chowdhry, 1995; Goldberg and Frydman, 1996) . Accordingly, a plethora of models on exchange rate dynamics have been developed (e.g., Dornbusch, 1976; Kouri, 1976; Mussa, 1976; Frankel, 1979 Frankel, , 1983 Meese and Rogo, 1983; van Hoek, 1992; Lastrapes, 1992; Nachane and Ray, 1993; Liu et al., 1994; Chinn and Meese, 1995; Kuan and Liu, 1995) , with mixed evidence on their predictive performances.
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2. The use of simulated data in the context of judgemental currency forecasting When examining predictive accuracy for judgemental currency forecasts the eects of particular series characteristics on judgement need to be delineated. In particular, trends or drifts in series constitute the key characteristics that currency forecasters attempt to identify, regardless of whether they follow the fundamentalist or the technical analyst (chartist) approach. Speci®cally, while the fundamentalists rely mostly on judgement to identify variables likely to cause the market to trend, chartists use judgement to make direct extrapolations from the conceivably trended series (based on the assumption that any information that can possibly in¯uence the exchange rate is already incorporated into its value). Hence, the in¯uence of the strength of the trend on judgement is of fundamental importance in evaluating judgemental performance in currency forecasting. Simulated currency data are essential to examine this issue within the framework of appropriate accuracy measures. For example, we found in judgemental studies using constructed currency data that expert subjects tend to underestimate the strength of strong constant drift and overestimate the strength of weak constant drift .
The psychological literature on time-series extrapolative judgement has illustrated that the use of simulated series, where subjects are given no information on the method used to construct the data, has considerable advantages over the use of actual series in the analysis of judgement (Goodwin and Wright, 1993) . Although in some situations this approach may make the experiment less representative of realworld forecasting practice, O'Connor and Lawrence (1989) have argued that the quality of time-series extrapolative judgement can be eectively investigated only when other in¯uences such as environmental cues are excluded. If such cues are not eliminated, the subject can potentially utilize non-time-series information in addition to the time-series information. Hence, it becomes impossible to attribute poor/good performance to the salient non-time-series information (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973) , or to the factors speci®c to the series (Bolger and Harvey, 1993) .
Considerations in applying MAE and MSE to simulated series
In applying the MSE or MAE to a set of predictions made from simulated data, it is generally desirable, both on statistical and economic grounds, to use the predictions of the ®rst dierences rather than those of the actual values. This stems from the principle that, in general, currency series are not stationary: their autocovariance functions depend on time. In particular, the variance tends to increase over time and ®rst order serial correlation occurs with a value close to unity. In other words, the series tend to follow what is described as a dierence-stationary process by Nelson and Plosser (1982) . These authors distinguish between two dierent views concerning non-stationarity in macroeconomic time series: trend-stationarity (i.e., stationary¯uctuations around a deterministic trend) and dierence-stationarity (i.e., non-stationarity arising from the accumulation over time of stationary and invertible ®rst dierences). Evidence suggests, however, that trends in exchange rate series, most ®nancial price series and many economic series tend to be associated with high, positive, ®rst-order autocorrelation. Empirical studies, using a wide range of economic series (e.g., Nelson and Plosser, 1982; Perron, 1988; Dejong and Whiteman, 1994) , are consistent with the dierence-stationary view, particularly for economic data in nominal, as opposed to real or priceadjusted form. Hence, it is asserted that the currency series can be viewed as following a quasi random walk with ®rst dierences having a Normal distribution with time varying parameters (Boothe and Glassman, 1987a, b; Friedman and Vandersteel, 1982) .
1 Recent applications involving weekly forecasts of the $/£ and Yen/DM have also suggested that the assumption of Normally distributed ®rst dierences with timevarying parameters is appropriate . Within this framework, currency series can be made stationary via simple transformations. In particular, taking ®rst dierences of a dierence-stationary series with a linear trend simultaneously removes the trend and the ®rst order autocorrelation of unity, resulting in a dierenced series with constant drift and zero ®rst order autocorrelation.
1 Earlier studies of the statistical characteristics of exchange rates (e.g., Wester®eld, 1977) proposed a Stable Paretian distribution {i.e., a distribution that is more peaked and has fatter tails than the Normal (of which the Normal is a particular class)}. Now, however, it is recognised that observed non-Normality can often be explained by a mixture of Normal distributions with time-varying parameters. Furthermore, the Central Limit Theorem would suggest that, as exchange rate changes between two points in time are essentially the sum of exchange rate changes over shorter horizons, the distribution will tend to Normality, even if the underlying distribution is not Normal, provided this underlying distribution is stable.
The quasi-random walk nature of exchange rate behaviour has implications for the cognitive processes involved in forming judgemental predictions. It can be argued that eective judgemental prediction requires the consideration of the underlying probability distribution on which a series is perceived to be formed (Keren, 1991) . Accordingly, it may be desirable for judgemental directional predictions to be based on the assumption of Normally distributed currency movements . Research in this domain is de®nitely lacking. In particular, much of the previous work examining judgemental accuracy has addressed non-®nancial trend-stationary series, albeit with low levels of autocorrelation introduced by an Autoregressive Moving Average process and Normally distributed errors (e.g., Harvey, 1993, 1995b; . The current study attempts to extend further the judgemental accuracy research to the ®nancial forecasting domain via an application addressing the dierence-stationary nature of currency series.
The dierence-stationary form of exchange rate series also has implications on the simulation of series: it is more appropriate to generate data using ®rst dierences than actual values. The resulting actual changes and predicted changes can then be used to compute the accuracy measures mentioned previously. It should be noted that, since the proposed framework addresses dierences (which can be equal to zero) rather than actual values, it prohibits the use of another acclaimed accuracy statistic: the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (For discussions on the choice of error measures, see Armstrong and Collopy (1992) , Fildes (1992) , Clements and Hendry (1993) , Mathews and Diamantopoulos (1994) , Armstrong and Fildes (1995) ).
A series generated by a dierence-stationary process can, in practice, be used in two basic ways. Firstly, time based tasks involve consecutive predictions on a single series over a moving period. Secondly, cross section based tasks involve predictions from a number of dierent series. A set of n predictions can be obtained using either of these tasks. In any case the accuracy of predictions can be analysed by comparing the actual change ( It is, of course, also necessary to scale similarly the predicted change (i.e., p i p H i ar i ). The scaled actual change ( i ) is, therefore, the sum of the scaled signal (s i ) and noise (w i ) components {i.e., i s i w i }. These transformations recognise the fact that large forecast errors are more likely in high noise situations than in low noise situations. Where there exists a mixture of high and low noise series, or a comparison is to be made between them, the above transformations are particularly appropriate. Furthermore, they allow a more straightforward derivation of the expected values of the MSE and MAE.
Once these adjustments have been made, the scaled predicted change (p i ) and actual change ( i ) can be compared for a set of n forecasts. This is accomplished using the mean square error or mean absolute error, calculated from combined signal and noise components, and denoted MSE a and MAE a . They are de®ned in Eqs. (1a) and (1b), respectively:
The problem with these measures is that the random behaviour of the error term (w i ) in¯uences the resulting values of MSE a and MAE a . One approach to overcome this problem is to ignore the error term (w i ) in the calculation of the accuracy measures, concentrating only on the signal term (s i ). The mean square error and mean absolute error could be computed, therefore, using only the signal term, giving MSE s and MAE s , as de®ned in Eqs. (2a) and (2b), respectively:
The signal term (s i ) excludes the error, so the random behaviour of the error does not in¯uence MSE s and MAE s . In simulated series the values of s i and w i would, of course, be known. The values of MSE s and MAE s will not, however, be comparable with MSE a and MAE a : in fact, they will be smaller.
Given the inherent uncertainties in making predictions, it can be asserted that the noise term has a de®nitive in¯uence in real-life forecasting situations. Accordingly, when simulated data are used in an experimental context, it becomes especially important to re¯ect the noise term in the calculation and interpretation of accuracy statistics. Pursuing this perspective, it is shown in Appendix that the expected values for MSE a and MAE a can be obtained in the form of Eqs. (3a) and (3b):
In Eq. (3b), U denotes the cumulative distribution function of the Standard Normal distribution. Eqs. (3a) and (3b) illustrate that the expected values of MSE a and MAE a are generally not equal to MSE s and MAE s , respectively. In the case of MSE a in Eq. (3a), the adjustment only requires the addition of a unity term. MSE s re¯ects the part of the MSE under the control of the forecaster, and the unity term re¯ects the uncontrollable part. In other words, even when predictions are made on a precisely recognised signal (i.e., MSE s 0), the expected MAE a has a value of unity due to the uncontrollable noise component, i.e., MSE s gives a downward bias to the estimate of the expected MSE a . The derivation is more complex for the MAE a . The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3b) has a maximum value of zero (when the jp i À s i j values are all either zero or in®nity) and a minimum value of A0.34 (when the jp i À s i j values are all 0.75). The ®rst two terms taken together re¯ect aspects of MAE a under the control of the forecaster. The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3b) is a term that is not directly under the control of the forecaster. This term has its largest value, approximately 0.8, when the dierence between each predicted and signal value is zero. That is, even when predictions are made on a precisely recognised signal, the expected MAE a has a value of 0.8 re¯ecting the uncontrollable noise. This term tends to zero, however, when the dierences between the predicted and signal values increase. In Appendix A, it is shown that 0 T iMAE a À MSE s`0 X8, with equality occurring where jp i À s i j 0 for each i. Thus MSE s also gives a downward bias to the estimate of the expected MAE a . In short, it can be concluded that both MSE s and MAE s underestimate the true error since they are based on signal values alone. Eqs. (3a) and (3b) illustrate, however, that corrections can be made to obtain expected values (viz., E(MAE a ) and E(MSE s )) that also incorporate the noise, hence yielding more representative measures of forecasting accuracy for the series under consideration.
An application of the framework
The application of the above framework is illustrated using a set of judgemental predictions on a cross section based task designed to simulate monthly currency series. The judgemental predictions were obtained from ten members of the EURO-Working Group on Financial Modelling. The sample comprised academics and practitioners from a number of dierent countries. All individuals who took part in the inquiry had considerable expertise in the ®eld of ®nance and working knowledge of currency markets.
Simulated data for the time paths of 36 series were presented numerically and graphically to the participants. The participants were not told how the data were formulated, only that they were obtained through a statistical procedure to simulate currency series. These series were presented for a 60-month period (months were numbered from 1 to 60) and indexed with the initial value in month 0 set at 1000. The data were based on six randomly generated series from a Standard Normal distribution. Cumulative values of the series were then formed with a starting value of 1000. Constant drifts of varying size were added to the six resulting series. Speci®cally, these drifts could be categorized as: (i) zero ± which gave a probability of 0.5 for increase/decrease; (ii) mild (.2533) ± which gave a probability of 0.6 for increase/decrease; (iii) medium (.5244) ± which gave a probability of 0.7 for increase/decrease; (iv) strong (.8416) ± which gave a probability of 0.8 for increase/decrease; (v) very strong (1.2816) ± which gave a probability of 0.9 for increase/decrease; (vi) dominant (3.0902) ± which gave a probability of almost 0.999 for increase/decrease. For each series, three positive and three negative forms of drift were used. This resulted in 36 series, of which six were random walks and 30 were random walks with varying degrees of constant drift (15 positive and 15 negative). The data were rounded to the nearest whole number and presented to the subjects in a random fashion.
Simulated random walk series with varying degrees of drift were chosen for two reasons. Firstly, random walk series with varying degrees of drift reasonably approximate monthly ®nancial time-series behaviour. For example, Pollock and Wilkie (1992) found on a time-series probabilistic forecasting task with actual monthly currency series that the random walk with drift model performed relatively well in comparison to more complex models and much better than the time-series extrapolations of a group of professional forecasters. Secondly, these series contain only one signal (drift) that individuals need to identify, easing the cognitive load on the forecasters.
The series were presented numerically and graphically to the participants together with an instruction sheet and a booklet to indicate predictions, which they were requested to complete independently of other subjects. Given a 60-month period for each series, the participants were required to make judgemental point predictions for month 61 of each of the 36 series. The subjects were requested to make their predictions independently of the other subjects and at their own pace and convenience.
To compare predictions with the optimal, it is necessary to obtain the theoretical expected point values for the one-month-ahead forecasts (i.e., for month 61). Denoting the exchange rate at time t as y t the expected one-step-ahead change in the exchange rate {i.e., iDy t1 } can be viewed as the signal term (l) and is given in Eq. (4):
The actual change (Dy t1 ) consists, however, of the signal (l) and noise (e t1 ), as given in Eq. (5):
Using the theoretically attained point values outlined above, accuracy measures were computed for the judgemental point forecasts provided by the participants. For each measure the rank orderings (1±10) are given in brackets. For comparison the corresponding measures for the random walk forecaster are also tabulated. The random walk forecaster is a hypothetical subject who always gives the predicted change as zero. Subjects would, generally, be expected to have performance measures that were below those of the random walk forecaster. Table 2 shows the rank correlation matrix for the six performance measures across the 10 participants, with values signi®cantly dierent from zero highlighted (given in boldface).
The results show considerable diversity between the participants re¯ecting a high degree of heterogeneity of the subjects in their judgemental point predictions. The results illustrate that the signal-only statistic values (i.e., MSE s ) provide a similar ordering in performance to E(MAE a ). The ordering for the MSE s is, of course, identical to that for E(MAE a ). The values for the MAE s and MSE s are, however, much smaller than the E(MAE a ) and E(MSE a ), respectively (as re¯ected by the values in Table 1 ). These ®ndings may be viewed as suggesting that using the signal alone (and neglecting the noise) may lead to unrealistic comparisons of performance when simulated versus actual data are employed in investigations of forecasting accuracy.
The results also illustrate that including the values of the random error term in the calculation of accuracy statistics (as done via MAE a and MSE a ) may yield noticeable changes in performance ordering as compared to the rankings given by E(MAE a ) and E(MSE a ). This is re¯ected in the correlations of Table 2 Ranks in descending order of performance are given in brackets.
and the rankings presented in Table 1 . For example, the performance of Subject 9 falls from third place on MAE a to tenth place on the E(MAE a ) and from fourth place on the MAE a to tenth on the E(MAE a ). It is conceivable that these dierences would be much greater in other situations where the simulated data display extreme chance error¯uctuations. As error behaviour is inherently unpredictable, it may be expedient to exclude such random error from formal performance assessments, as proposed by the E(MAE a ) and E(MSE a ) measures.
Conclusion
Exchange rates are viewed as indispensable inputs to the decision-making processes of ®rms involved in international trade and markets, hence accentuating the need for accurate forecasts (Stockman, 1987; Gerlow and Irwin, 1991) . This paper has focused on evaluating the accuracy of judgemental currency forecasts given by ®nancial experts. Simulated series were used to delineate the eects of various characteristics of time series on predictive performance. It has been illustrated that corrections can be made to obtain expected values for the MAE and the MSE measures that incorporate the noise in simulated series which follow a dierence-stationary framework and where the error terms are Normally distributed. The resulting performance statistics were found to have values comparable with the statistics based on actual (non-simulated) data, with the additional advantage of not being in¯uenced by atypical values caused by random variation.
The main conclusion of the paper is that when using simulated currency series it is advisable to use the expected values of the MSE a and MAE a {i.e., E(MSE a ) and E(MAE a )} formulations derived in the paper. The resulting values can then be compared with the hypothetical random walk forecaster. The formulation also allows separation from the E(MSE a ) and E(MAE a ) of the part under the control of the forecaster from the part outside his/her control. This can be used to give an indication of an individual's ability to separate the signal from the noise in a series. It has also been shown, however, that if the main concern is with the ranking of the performance then the mean absolute deviation based on the signal values (i.e., MAE s ) provides a reasonable approximation of the E(MAE a ) rankings and the mean square error based on the signal values (i.e., MSE s ) provides the same ordering as the E(MSE a ).
The work has provided an initial attempt to apply the proposed measures of accuracy to judgemental forecasts given for simulated currency series. Further applications may involve many ®nancial and economic series that follow dierence-stationarity. In addition, the analysis only needs minor modi®cations to deal with trend-stationary processes and can easily be extended to handle other error generation that is non-Normal, for example, noise generated by a uniform distribution. The importance of the work hinges on expanding its applicability so as to build a framework of tested relationships for a variety of series. Consequently, future extensions promise to entail investigations of judgemental forecasting via a plethora of critical variables such as interest rates, earnings, etc.. Hence, even though the current ®ndings may constitute a preliminary step in exploring the proposed measures, profound implications of this research for both the providers and users of ®nancial and economic forecasts become apparent when viewed in this wider context.
The procedure outlined has important implications for analysing time-series extrapolative judgement in currency forecasting practice. Given that the identi®cation of trend is crucial to the chartists' extrapolations, which, in turn, play a central role in the market positions assumed by the ®nancial agents, the proposed framework can be utilized to assess forecasters' skills in accurately recognizing trends in simulated currency series. Accordingly, these measures may support the decision processes involved in selecting ®nancial forecasters and conducting performance-appraisals. The proposed measures could also be used as eective feedback and training tools (Benson and O È nkal, 1992; Bolger and Wright, 1994; O È nkal and Muradoglu, 1995; Harvey and Bolger, 1996) .
The framework can also be employed to explore potential biases in judgemental forecasting that may stem from dierent series-speci®c characteristics (e.g., noise and trend). Results from such analyses with simulated data may also help to identify conditions amenable to enhanced judgemental revisions of statistical forecasts. This issue is particularly critical, since it has repeatedly been argued that, even when quantitative techniques are used in forecasting practice, the resulting predictions are often combined with human judgement, yielding ®nal forecasts which are a mixture of both quantitative and subjective analyses (Lim and O'Connor, 1996; Winklhofer et al., 1996) .
A related direction for future research involves combining exchange rate forecasts (MacDonald and Marsh, 1994) . It has been asserted that the relative accuracy of composite forecasts versus individual forecasts demands further work (Guerard, 1989) , and the measures suggested by current research could provide a starting point for such evaluations.
The study has focused on judgemental point forecasts only. This emphasis is in line with previous ®-nancial forecasting research (O È nkal-Atay, 1998). However, it may be argued that the predictions presented in point format are limited in their information content. In particular, interval and/or probabilistic format may be viewed as providing more detailed information to the users of ®nancial forecasts with regard to the forecaster's uncertainties (Muradoglu and O È nkal, 1994; O È nkal and Muradoglu, 1994±1996) . As emphasized by Bunn and Wright (1991) , such communication of uncertainty is of paramount importance for the preparers and users of forecasts. Furthermore, users may focus on accuracy dimensions that are dierent than the aspects stressed by researchers (Yates et al., 1996) . In summary, there is a de®nitive need for future research on currency forecasting to focus on the user aspect and to explore issues of forecast communication and evaluation from a broader perspective. Note that to derive expression (A.2), it has been assumed that the noise term (w i ) is independent of both the signal {i.e., E(s i w i ) 0} and the predicted value {i.e., E(p i w i ) 0}. In addition, as w i is Normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance, w 2 i follows a chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom so that E(w 2 i ) 1.
A.2. The expected value of MAE a
The derivation of the expected value of the MAE a is more complex. It is ®rst necessary to obtain i p i À s i À w i j j f g. If / and U respectively denote the probability density function and cumulative distribution function of the Standard Normal distribution, then: since / H x Àx/Àx and /x /Àx`0 for all xX Hence g(x) is monotonically decreasing from about 0.8 to 0, i.e., 0 T E(MAE a ) A MSE s`0 .8, with equality occurring when jp i À s i j 0 for each i, (i.e., when the predicted values coincide exactly with the signal values).
